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USES

APPLICATION

It is used to fix foam backed carpets, carpet tiles, carpet and foam
underlays, felt textiles and fabrics.

Spray the adhesive evenly from a
distance of 10-20cms. For a
strong bond, spray a number of light coats on both surfaces. For a
lighter bond apply to one surface only. Allow approx. 1-5 mins for the
adhesive to become tacky, then press surfaces together firmly, working
outwards from the centre to adhere a good bond. Excess adhesive can
be removed with white spirit.

SUBFLOORS
Suitable sub-floors include concrete, stone, sand/cement screed,
smoothing underlayment, plyboard, flooring grade chipboard,
hardboard, wood and existing well bonded resilient flooring.
With existing well bonded resilient flooring care must be taken to
ensure the subfloor under the resilient flooring is sound and the
surface of the resilient flooring is thoroughly cleaned of any polish etc.
If this cannot be done, the existing resilient flooring must be removed
and the subfloor made good before proceeding.

PREPARATION

HEALTH & SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet and follow the advice given.
Ensure area of use is well ventilated.
Avoid prolonged contact with skin and if sensitive, use barrier cream
or gloves.
In case of contact with eyes, mouth or nose, rinse with plenty of
water and seek medical help.
If adhesive is spilled, remove and dispose of it in accordance with
national and local regulations for waste materials.

Ensure that surfaces are clean, dry and dirt free. Shake can well
before use.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
PRODUCT CODE - A1
PRODUCT NAME - Heavy Duty Spray
Adhesive

STORAGE - Store between temperatures of
5°C and 25°C

morleys

SHELF LIFE - 12 months in unopened
containers, stored in recommended conditions

morleys limited, unit 2, higher walton mill,
higher walton, preston pr5 4dj

CLEANING - Overspray can be removed with
a small amount of white spirit. Always test
before going ahead.
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CONTAINER SIZE - 500ml aerosol can
OPEN TIME - 1-5 mins depending on
temperature, humidity and sub floor porosity.

Health and Safety Sheets available on request.

GREEN LID

The Morley Heavy Duty Spray is truly heavy duty. It is a multi-functional adhesive
used for the perimeter fixing of most types of carpets, tiles, underlays &
associated products. It is CFC free and has an adjustable nozzle, allowing
different thickness of band to be sprayed.

